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ESSENDON KEILOR COLLEGE 
2019 STEP UP PROGRAM 

 

 
 

 

YEAR 9 ENGLISH 
 

Resources Required: 

 Clip on concussion - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rw-ZhwxyXDc 

 Pens, Pencils, Highlights 

 For & Against Text (if you have purchased this already) 
  

 

Learning Intention: 

 Understand the definition of an issue and how to establish POV and main contention in a text. 
 
SWPBS Focus: 

 Put effort into every task and persevere to increase our knowledge and skills 
 

 

Skill Focus: 

 Access prior knowledge of contact sports through images and personal experience sharing 

 Watch video clip on concussion to understand the medical issues (4 mins) 

 Read extended definition of contact sports in the text for more background 

 Does this topic fit the criteria to be an issue? Explain your reasoning. 
 

 

Application Task: 

 Students will watch Video Clip about Concussion 

 Read text 1 establish POV, main contention and argument line, together as a large group.  

 Independently annotate and highlight the text during reading and discussion. 

 Answer workbook questions on text 1 on pages 1-3 
 

 

Homework Task: To be posted on google classrooms 
 

 Transfer your class answers to newly purchased textbook 

 Read text 2 (page 4) to establish POV, main contention and argument line 

 Answer workbook questions (page 5) 

 If you are interested watch the film Concussion. Trailer link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Io6hPdC41RM 

 Choose an independent reading NOVEL and complete the book review sheet 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rw-ZhwxyXDc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Io6hPdC41RM
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Year 9 English 

“Book Review “ 

  
Plot:  
Write a few sentences describing what happens in the 
story without giving too much away. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Characters:  
Choose 2 characters. Describe their personality. Did you 
like them?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Settings:  
Where is the story set? What words or phrases tell you about the location?  

Your opinions:  Choose one or two comments from the list to concentrate on. 
What was your favourite part of the book and why? Is there anything you disliked about the book? Did the story have a 
moral/message? How successful was the author in delivering it? Are there any others books or series you would 
compare it to? Would you recommend this book to anyone and why? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Give the story a rating out of 5           
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YEAR 9 Mathematics 
 

Resources Required: 

 Cambridge Essential Mathematics 8 Textbook 

 Chapters 1, 3, and 6 

 

Learning Intention:  

 Revise and apply learning in number skills 
 
SWPBS Focus 

 Work cooperatively with peers and staff 
 

 

Skill Focus: 
In this lesson, you will demonstrate your mastery of number skills. The skills assessed in this lesson are: 

 Carry out the four operations with both positive and negative integers 

 Round numbers to a specified number of decimal places 

 Use terminating and recurring decimals 

 Solve problems involving the addition and subtraction of fractions 

 Multiply and divide fractions and decimals 

 Solve a range of problems involving rates and ratios 

 Solve problems involving the use of percentages 
To help you to revise, you should refer to chapters 1, 3, and 6 in your Cambridge Essential Mathematics 8 textbook 
 

 

Application Task: 
Number pursuit 
A trivial pursuit style game to revise number skills 
Collect 6 wedges by demonstrating your skill in using positive integers, negative integers, decimals numbers, rational 
numbers, ratios, and percentages 

 

 

Homework Task: To be posted on google classrooms 
Number skills one-pager 
A one page summary of a selected number skill 
Produce an A4 sized poster that summarises a number skill: Your poster must include the following: 

 An appropriate border 

 A title 

 A summary of the number skill 

 2 worked examples showing how to solve a simple and a complex problem 

 An example of how that number skill is used in real life 

 2 images related to the number skill 
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Number Pursuit Rules 
 
The aim of the game is to score 5 points in each of the six number categories. Points are scored by answering questions in each category. 
 
Starting the game: Each player (or team) needs a token and a scorecard. To start the game, draw a random question card, the first 
player/team to answer the 1-point question correctly goes first. Starting with their token in the centre, the first player should roll a die and 
move their token the number of spaces shown. 
 
Scoring points: After landing on a coloured space, the active player/team can score points by answering a question. 

1. After landing on a coloured space, the active player must nominate to play for 1, 2, or 3 points 
2. After nominating a point level, the player to their left draws a card corresponding to the colour landed on and places it on the board 

with the question side facing up 
3. The active player has 30seconds to correctly answer the question corresponding to their nominated point level, they may attempt 

to answer their question only once 
4. If successful, the active player scores their nominated number of points in the appropriate category. If unsuccessful, they lose the 

number of points nominated. 
5. Return the question card to the bottom of the pile and move on to the next (left) players turn 

 

Colour Category 

Blue Positive integers 

Red Negative integers 

Yellow Decimal numbers 

Purple Rational numbers 

Green Ratios 

Orange Percentages 

White Wildcard (choose a category) 

 
Winning the game: The first player/team to score 5 points in every category and then return to the centre of the board wins the game 
 

Number Pursuit Scorecard 

Name(s):  

  

Category Score 

Positive Integers 
 

Negative Integers 
 

Decimal Numbers 
 

Rational Numbers 
 

Ratios & Rates 
 

Percentages 
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YEAR 9 Humanities 
 

Resources Required: 
 Power point presentation: “Movement of People”, which includes brain storming activity.  

 1.6 hand out titled Global Population movements : slaves, convicts and migrants,  

 The History of Slavery 30 minute you tube video,  

 Power point presentation on slavery if time permits. 
(All attached to Google Class room) 

 

 

Learning Intention:  

 I am going to understand the reasons that led to the movement of people between 1750 and the early 1900’s.  
 
SWPBS Focus: 

 Encourage and support others in their learning 
 

 

Skill Focus: 

 research skills 

 analytical  

 inference skills 

 

Application Task :  
 PowerPoint presentation on Movement of People including brainstorm activity and note taking 

 1.6 : History Alive 9 - Global Populations movements : Slaves, convicts and migrants. 
 Read pages 18 to 21 as a class and analyse sources. 

 Write the answers to these questions in full sentences in your work book. Remember to read the information from 
the pages carefully before attempting the questions. 

 If finished, the students can decide on six (6) questions that they would ask about Sources 5 and 6 to use as evidence 
in an investigation of the experiences of convicts in Australia. 

 Youtube clip: The History of Slavery (Note Taking) 

 Additional PowerPoint on Slavery (if time permits) (Note Taking) 
  

 

Homework Task: This is posted on google classrooms. 

 Log on to Google Class room and click on the task titled: A time line of some key events relating to the 
movement of peoples. Open and follow instructions.  

 
 Your homework task is to research each time line event and write a paragraph of at least 50 words (for each event) 

outlining how each event relates to the movement of people during that period of time. 
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Year 9 Humanities 

“Note Taking “ 

 

KEY POINTS DETAILS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUMMARY  
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Year 9 Humanities 

“Global Population Movements – Slaves, Convicts & Migrants “ 

 

Write the answers to these questions in proper full sentences and stick into your work book. Remember to read 

the information from the pages carefully before attempting the questions. 

 

OPENING INTRODUCTORY QUESTIONS. 

1) During the 18th and 19th centuries, how many people moved from continent to continent? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
2) Where were slaves moved from and why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
3) Where were convicts sent from and where were they sent? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
SLAVES 

4) Write down the information in the ‘Did you know?’ box. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
5) Which economies were supported by slave labour? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
ABOLITION OF SLAVERY 

6) When and by whom was slave labour abolished throughout the British Empire? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
7) Did this help to change the lives of those who were already slaves? When was slavery totally abolished in 

Britain? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
8) What does the photo in Source 2 depict? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
9) In the southern states of the U.S.A, how did plantation owners profit? 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
10) When was slavery abolished in the U.S.A and why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
11) Which American president was pivotal in freeing slaves? What was the Proclamation called? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
12) How were the Southern states different? Explain. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
CONVICTS 

13) During the 18th Century, what two factors resulted in the British and Irish people becoming convicts? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
14) Were all of those convicted, violent criminals? Explain. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
15) What did the government do to try to reduce crime? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
16) In what year did the British Government start sending convicts to N.S.W? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
17) How many were sent as convicts to N.S.W? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

HOW WERE CONVICTS TREATED? 
18) How were convicts treated? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
19) Were any set free? What jobs did they do? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

PUNISHMENT AND REWARDS 
20) What was the most common form of punishment and why? 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

MIGRANTS 
21) Where did most free European migrants go to? Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
22) Name two (2) reasons why migrants fled their countries? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

AUSTRALIA’S CHANGING POPULATION 
23) Who made up Australia’s changing population? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
24) What effect did the Gold Rush have on Australia’s population? Explain. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Year 9 Humanities 

“Timeline of Movement of People 1750-1901 “ 

 

1770: Captain James Cook first sights the east coast of Australia.                  

1788: The First Fleet arrives in Botany Bay.              

1807: The British Parliament passes a bill abolishing the trading of slaves in their territories.  

1847: Freed American slaves found the Republic of Liberia in West Africa.  

1845 – 1857: A potato blight in Ireland creates widespread famine.  

1851: The Victorian gold rush begins.  

1861: The American Civil War begins.  

1863: Abraham Lincoln issues the Emancipation Proclamation.  

1865: The American Civil War ends.  

1901: Australia celebrates Federation.  

 

Over this unit, we will look at three large movements of 
people that occurred during the Industrial Revolution: 
the slave trade, convict transportation to Australia and 
Immigration to Australia. 
The time line above contains brief information and 
images from three large movements of people around 
the world from 1770 to 1901.  
  

 

Your homework task is to: 

 research at least three (3) events and write a paragraph of at least 50 to 100 words explaining how each 

event relates to the movement of people. Your teacher will assign the events to you. This task needs to be 

handed in next year. 

 You will be then required to present two of your research paragraphs to the class in a two (2) minute oral 

presentation. Oral presentation date will be set first day back next year. 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjlqJWlyLLeAhWVeysKHRsBBosQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slavery&psig=AOvVaw1yxPbWuro9rprdnw7W2UGR&ust=1541140063771061
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjfod_-yLLeAhUZXysKHSHgD34QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://sites.google.com/site/ssprojectonslavery/the-underground-railroad/why-did-the-south-want-slavery&psig=AOvVaw2oLIwRSCe1cK_xfUq3aahF&ust=1541140234776133
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwinmf7aybLeAhUaX30KHZ_QBk8QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://articles.courant.com/2012-09-17/community/hc-quinnipiac-irish-famine-20120917_1_lahey-irish-art-famine&psig=AOvVaw1ZXa2mtMxMbLE922zXv-9-&ust=1541140323974598
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiLrdaLyrLeAhXDdysKHV1TCyUQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.historytoday.com/richard-cavendish/australian-gold-rush-begins&psig=AOvVaw2UEc1xyMyHsWdEP6p6IQTw&ust=1541140545706158
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjb-OC1yrLeAhVLfn0KHa7MBP8QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://store.warlordgames.com/products/american-civil-war-infantry-plastic-boxed-set-1861-1865&psig=AOvVaw3RI3yh-cI-jFrcTlTzd7Qw&ust=1541140630819172
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiVpJXcyrLeAhXTfCsKHZo6AWMQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.quora.com/What-did-slaves-do-after-the-Emancipation-Proclamation&psig=AOvVaw1mMp46b1l7vcKZNYXA6PsN&ust=1541140701292336
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiZ4YWIy7LeAhUXXisKHUOSCsIQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3D7g0KIEfr1VA&psig=AOvVaw3cvdVxqu1_4WaSqH8IKVBK&ust=1541140779060571
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjTvLeoy7LeAhVMWisKHQrjCf8QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.tes.com/lessons/F-nNTbQKH1OiEA/australian-federation&psig=AOvVaw2rh8X1DvCHgCQxCiYYEOTR&ust=1541140873790421
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ESSENDON KEILOR COLLEGE 
2019 STEP UP PROGRAM 

 

 
 

 

YEAR 9 SCIENCE 
 

Resources Required: 

 Atoms and Elements PowerPoint. 

 Build an Atom box of materials 

 What is the world made of Homework task 

 Atoms and Elements Word search 

 

 

Learning Intention:  

 To build on my knowledge of atoms and elements. 
 
SWPBS Focus 

 Listen and promptly follow instructions 

 

 

Skill Focus 

 Note Taking 

 Understanding of atoms as a concept through the creation of a model 
 

 

Application Task 

 Students are to build an atom out of the supplies provided (cotton balls, coloured paper, paper plates, ect). 

 The atom must be built correctly and must include the following components: 
o Nucleus 
o Protons  
o Electrons 
o Neutrons 
o Name of atom that it is. 

 Some examples of completed atoms can be found bellow. 

 If students finish early, there is an Atoms and Elements word search they may do. 
 

 
 

 

Homework Task: To be posted on google classrooms 

 Collect a real life example or if not feasible a picture of an element from your `everyday’ life and bring to class at the 
beginning of next year 
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Year 9 Science 

“Note Taking “ 

 

KEY POINTS DETAILS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUMMARY  
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Year 9 Science 

“Atoms & Elements “ 

You will be given 2 Elements from the periodic table by your teacher: 

1. ____________________________________ 

2. ____________________________________ 

Collect a real life example or if not feasible a picture of this element from their `everyday’ 

life and bring to class at the beginning of next year. 

EXAMPLES 

 

Copper  

 

      Chlorine         

Aluminium      
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ESSENDON KEILOR COLLEGE 
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YEAR 9 STEM 
 

Resources Required: 

 Pens, pencils & Highlighters 

 

Learning Intention:  

 I will have a greater understanding what STEM can achieve 
 
SWPBS Focus: 

 Embrace new challenges in learning 

 

 

Skill Focus: 
 

 Note Taking 

 Group Work 

 Understanding of concept through the creation of a model 

 Problem Solving 
 

 

ACTIVITIES: 
 
APK: What do these representations have in common? 
 
Activity 1: Ann Mokosinski 

 Read attached story and answer questions from PowerPoint. 
 
Activity 2: Building robots 

 Work in pairs to build the Wiggle bot. Your teacher will supply the instructions and the materials. 
 

 

HOMEWORK TASK: To be completed and returned to teacher Day 1 2019 
 
Passion Project: 

 What problem am I going to solve? 
 
 

 How will I solve this problem using STEM? 
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1. How old is she? 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What problem was she trying to solve? 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Do you have a problem that needs to be solved? 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ESSENDON KEILOR COLLEGE 
2019 STEP UP PROGRAM 

 

 
 

 

YEAR 9 HEALTH AND PE 
 

Resources Required:  
 Health – Notebook/Laptops 

 PE – PE uniform 

 College Navy Polo tee 

 College Navy Shorts with Teal Stripe (No Leggings) 

 Rugby Top 

 Navy Tracksuit pants 

 Runners 

 Hats and Drink Bottles 
 

Learning Intention: 
Health = I will be able to provide examples of relationships both positive and negative. 
PE = I will be able to distinguish and provide examples of traditional and non-traditional sports and activities. I will participate 
in a Fitness Circuit. 
 

SWPBS Focus: 

 Bring all required equipment and materials 
 

Skill Focus 
Health = PowerPoint Presentation 

 Types of relationships 

 Characteristics of a positive/negative relationship 
PE = Whiteboard in Gym 

 Traditional and non-traditional sports 

 Physical fitness national recommendations 

 

 

Application Task: 
Health = 

 Brainstorm individually to construct a class list of the different types of relationships 

 Brainstorm characteristics of a positive versus a negative relationship 
PE =  

 Brainstorm as a class different sports and activities that are traditional versus non traditional 

 Explain that physical fitness is a national recommendation 

 Fitness Circuit 45 sec work: 15 sec rest (move to next station) 
 

Homework Task: To be posted on google classrooms 

 A weekly physical fitness log including intentional activity and unintentional activity 
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Year 9 Health & Physical Education 

“Relationships “ 

 

 

          
A RELATIONSHIP is ……. 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Types of Relationships 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Positive Relationship Characteristics Negative Relationship Characteristics 
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Holiday Homework Task 

Provide 4 examples/pictures/photos of different relationships that you have in your life.   

 Provide a brief description why you have this relationship 

 Include  1 positive and 1 negative aspect of these relationships 
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Year 9 Health & Physical Education 

“Relationships “ 

 

         
Uniform Requirements: 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

What are the Government Recommendations for Physical Activity Levels for 

14 – 16 year olds? 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Describe the differences in INTENSITIES and provide an example 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

What are some ways that you could include more INCIDENTAL physical 

activity into your day? 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Year 9 Health & Physical Education 

“Holiday Homework “ 
 

Fill in the table below 

Keep a log for 1 week of all the physical activity that you complete and include any incidental physical activities 

 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 

Examples of 
physical 
activities 
undertaken 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       

Intensity of 
each activity  
(High/Moder
ate/Low) 

 
 
 
 
 

      

Time Taken 
in each 
activity 
(minutes) 

 
 
 
 

      

Examples of 
incidental 
physical 
activity 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      

Total Time 
(minutes) 
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YEAR 9 ART 
 

Resources Required: 

 Paper 

 Coloured Pencils 

 Ruler 

 Eraser 

 Grey lead 2B 

 Black fine liner 
 

 

Learning Intention: 

 To revise design elements learnt in previous years 

 To learn Calligraphy writing. 
 
SWPBS Focus: 

 Allow others to learn and teach 
 

 

Skill Focus: 

 Designing 

 Drawing 

 Rendering 
 

 

Application Task 

 Folio Name:  

 Introduction to Calligraphy writing & Zodiac Signs 

 Students will design and make “Folio Name” 

 Final Folio Name to be completed by beginning of 2019 
 

 

Homework Task:   

 Complete Folio Name 

 Hand in first lesson 2019 connect to Google classroom (code = ehqpo4) 
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YEAR 9 PERFORMANCE 
 

Resources Required: 

 Drama props: chairs, tables, pieces of fabric, any available costumes 

 Characterisation YouTube video based on movie ‘Frozen’: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ZnD0AGqQ7I   

 

Learning Intention: 

 Today I will learn about positive and negative character traits and how to apply them when building a character. 
SWPBS Focus: 

 Move safely & sensibly 

 

Skill Focus: 

 Learning to build a character by assigning a character traits; Working in a team to devise a drama play; Spatial awareness: Stage 
set-up 

 

Application Task: 
1. Characters of the movie ‘Frozen’ – YouTube video 

 Discussion related to different characters of this move and characters related to TV series or Movies that they are familiar with. 

 Continue discussion about the characters by analysing a few class characters and talk about how everyone is different and has 
different character traits.  
2. Important questions to ask when building/analysis a character: 

 How do characters talk? 

 How do characters communicate with each other? 

 Where do characters direct their speech and action? 
3. WARM UP: My name is Seinfeld 

 Students stand in a circle and think of a television personality or a character to imitate. 

 Teacher starts with: "My name is Seinfeld and I'm shopping for cereal." The gesture and action have to be added to the 
improvisation. 

 The rest of the class mimic the action, words and voice: "Her name is Seinfeld and she is shopping for cereal." 

 Each student presents their own character until everyone has had a turn. 
4. Group Performance- 'TV show send-ups' 

 In group of five to six, students choose a television show to send up. It can be a sitcom, sport program, reality TV show, 
current affairs program or the news, e.g.  

 A CURRENT AFFAIR 

 THE BLOCK 

 NEWS 

 PLAY SCHOOL 

 TRAVEL GUIDES 

 BONDI RESCUE 

 MY KITCHEN RULES 

 X- FACTOR, etc. 

 Each piece should be between 2 to 5 minutes long. 

 Students are to consider the following roles people play in the programs: narrator, presenters, characters, personalities, 
hosts, guests, contestants etc. 

 Play devising and rehearsal: 30 minutes 

 Play Performance followed by Peer Evaluation 
Homework Task: To be posted on google classrooms/hard copy is available 

 Character Analysis 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ZnD0AGqQ7I
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Year 9 Performance 

“Characterisation “ 

 

 Name: ______________________________Year 9____ 

Task: 

Chose a character from a TV show or Movie and complete the Character Analysis 
template: 

Character Name: _____________________________________________ 

Age: ___________________ 

Occupation: ______________________________________________________________________ 

Role in the Movie/TV Serial:__________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Usual style of dress: ________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Describe the main problem in this character’s life. _______________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Does he/she ever behave out of character?  Give an example of this. _________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Is this a simple character or a deep and complicated human being? __________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Are there any expressions, phrases which character uses and which help to create a personality?  

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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TEACHER’S COMMENT: 

 

 

 

 

Insert a Character’s photo / drawing of the character 
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YEAR 9 FOOD 
 

Resources Required: 

 Students to bring a container and writing equipment 
 

 

Learning Intention: 
 

 To understand the availability and influence of indigenous food in Australia 

 To make a recipe using an indigenous ingredient 
 

SWPBS Focus: 

 Ask questions and regularly act upon feedback 
 

 

Skill Focus: 

 Revision of equipment and preparation skills 

 Baking 

 Rubbing in 
 

 

Application Task: 
 

 Students will make ‘Lemon Myrtle Shortbread’ 

 Introduction to ‘Bush Tucker’ via Research Task 
 

 

Homework Task:  
 

 Bush Tucker Research to be handed in on google classroom (code = okvhw6) 
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Year 9 Food 

“Lemon Myrtle Shortbread “ 

 

INGREDIENTS: 
100 gm butter 
1/3 cup icing sugar 
1 cup plain flour 
1/2 tsp ground lemon myrtle 
 

 

METHOD: 
1.   Preheat oven to 170C. 
2.   Put baking paper on tray. 
3.   Collect all ingredients. 
4.   Sift flour, lemon myrtle and icing sugar. 
5.   Rub in butter and then mix into a firm dough. 
6.   Roll or press out to approx. 1cm. thickness. 
7.   Use cookie cutters (dip cutters into flour to prevent 

sticking) to cut out shapes.  
8.   Use metal spatula to carefully lift onto tray. 
9.   Bring remaining dough together and repeat steps 6-7. 
10.   Bake for 15 mins or till there is a slight colour change. 
11.   When taken out they will still be soft, carefully slide paper 

onto cooling rack. 
12.  DO NOT touch until cool. 

 

 

  BUSH TUCKER   
The Australian environment supplies a wide range of foods providing a nutritious diet for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander people. These foods are known as bush tucker, a term that relates to the huge variety of edible native 

Australian herbs, spices, mushrooms, fruits, flowers, vegetables, animals, birds, reptiles and insects. 

Investigate 2 indigenous foods - One animal and one plant. Present as an A4 poster. 

 Name the food 

 Source 

 Method of obtaining food 

 Nutritional value 

 How it can be used in Modern Australian 
dishes. 

 Find a recipe for each. 

 

 

FRUITS VEGETABLES SEEDS ROOTS NUTS FLOWERS 

Bush tomato 
Lilly pilly 
Native 
passionfruit 
Bush banana 
Illawarra plum 
Quandong 
Nonda plums 

Bulrushes 
Pigweed 
Waterlily 
Mangrove 

Wattle 
Wild rice 
Millet and grass 
seeds 

Yam Bush potato 
Waterlily root 

Bunya 
Macadamia 
Kurrajong 
Moreton Bay 
chestnut 

Native fuchsia 
Honey grevillea 
Flowering gum 
 

MAMMALS BIRDS INSECTS REPTILES SEAFOOD 

Kangaroo 
Wallaby 
Koala 
Wombat 
Bandicoot 
Water rat 

Duck 
Emu 
Pigeon 
Cockatoo 
Parrot 
Mallee fowl 

Ant 
Locust 
Witchetty grubs 
Honey bee 
Moth 

Crocodile 
Turtle 
Snake 
Goanna 

Barramundi 
Crab 
Frog 
Eel 
Freshwater 
bream 
Clam 
Oyster 
Pippie 
Yabby 
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ESSENDON KEILOR COLLEGE 
2019 STEP UP PROGRAM 

 

 
 

 

YEAR 9 Y-CHALLENGE 
 

Resources Required: 
 Laptop with internet 

 

 

Learning Intention: 
 I can understand the expectations and commitments required to this subject.  
 I can distinguish between a right and a responsibility relating to volunteering.  

 
SWPBS Focus: 

 Volunteer in the community 
 

 

Skill Focus: 
 Understand the expectations and commitments required for this subject. 
 Understand the difference between a ‘right’ and ‘responsibility’ relating to volunteering.  

 

Application Task: 
 Refer to PowerPoint presentation. 
 Go through PowerPoint presentation (explicitly teaching the difference between a for-profit and 

non-for-profit organisation). 
 Join Google classroom. 
 Class brainstorm of ‘rights’ and ‘responsibilities’. 
 ‘Rights and Responsibility’ task (scenario cards placed into table).  

 

 

Homework Task: To be posted on google classrooms 
 

 Finish ‘Rights and Responsibility’ task. 
 Create a list of 10 possible placement opportunities, including name of organisation, phone 

number, address, how they would get to the placement and home from the placement.  
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Year 9 Y-Challenge 

“Rights & Responsibilities “ 
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Year 9 Y-Challenge 

“Placement Opportunities “ 

 

Name of Organisation Phone Number Address Transport Options 
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ESSENDON KEILOR COLLEGE 
2019 STEP UP PROGRAM 

 

 
 

 

YEAR 9 Product Design & Technology (Woodwork) 
 

Resources Required:      
 Computer room or own device 

 2 pieces of timber 

 Ruler 

 Pencil 

 

 

Learning Intention: I am aware of other joints that can be used in furniture manufacture 
 
SWPBS Focus:  

 Look after our property and the property of others 
 

 

Skill Focus: 
 Measuring accurately,  

 Correct use of Tenon saw, chisel and mallet 

 

Application Task: 
There are various woodworking joints in use. Some are stronger than others. Use the internet to find details of these wood 
joints. (You can import the pictures, but the explanations are to be in your own words) 

 BUTT JOINT 

 BRIDLE JOINT 

 DADO (JOINERY) 

 DOVETAIL WOOD JOINT 

 FINGER JOINT 

 LAP WOOD JOINT 

 MORTISE AND TENON WOODWORKING JOINTS 

 POCKET-HOLE JOINERY 

 RABBET WOODWORKING JOINTS 

 TONGUE AND GROOVE WOODWORKING JOINTS 

 

 

Homework Task: To be posted on google classrooms 

 Draw a Tenon Saw 

 Explain what the correct method of use is. 

 Find Pictures of wood chisels (The family handyman/tools) 

 Explain the correct method of using wood chisels to make a Mortise cut, Paring cut, Chop & Pare and scrape a glue 
joint. 
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Year 9 Product Design & Technology (Woodwork) 

“Joints Research “ 

 

JOINT NAME EXPLAINATION OF THE JOINT PICTURE 

Butt Joint 
  

 

 

Bridle Joint 

 
 

 

 

Dado (Joinery) 
  

 

 

Dovetail Wood Joint 
  

 

 

Finger Joint 
  

 

 

Lap Wood Joint 
  

 

 

Mortise And Tenon 
Woodworking Joints 
 

 

 

 

Pocket-Hole Joinery 
  

 

 

Rabbet Woodworking 
Joints 
 

 

 

 

Tongue And Groove 
Woodworking Joints 
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ESSENDON KEILOR COLLEGE 
2019 STEP UP PROGRAM 

 

 
 

 

YEAR 9 JAPANESE 
 

Resources Required: 

 Hai 4 workbook 

 Japanese exercise book 

 Pens, pencils, erasers, highlighters 
 

 

Learning Intention: 
By the end of the lesson, I will be able to: 

 Describe things using a range of adjectives 

 Talk about natural disaster preparation in Japan 

 Understand some aspects of current trends in Japan 
 
SWPBS Focus: 

 Encourage and support others in their learning 
 

 

Skill Focus: 

 Understanding different types of adjectives 

 Learning key words related to earthquakes and tsunami 

 Understanding language and modern culture from TV commercials 
 

 

Application Task: 

 Revising Japanese adjectives that were introduced in Year 7 and 8 

 Learning new adjectives and practising to describe various people/things 

 Categorising the adjectives in two different types 

 Watching short videos to understand what Japanese people do to prepare for a natural disaster 

 Watching Japanese commercials and recognising adjectives used to describe products 
 

 

Homework Task: To be posted on google classrooms 
 

 Adjectives worksheet 
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Year 9 Japanese 

“Japanese TV Commercials “ 

Culture Study:        Japanese TV commercials          なまえ（               ） 

1. Calpis soda (Asahi) 

Samurais take their armours off and start dancing. A message comes out on the screen. Complete the 

message in Hiragana. 

 

世界よ、＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿！ 

 

What do you think this phrase means? ____________________________________________ 

 

2. DUALSAW Double cutter  

A cowboy hat man shows what he can cut with the cutter. List three things he cut.  

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

What did the boy say to the man at the end of this commercial?  

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Game – Monster Summer 

 

4. Kororo candy 

You can hear rhyme in a sentence in this commercial. There are three words that end with て
t e

. Listen carefully 

and write what you heard. Write their English translation in the brackets. 

 

_________________ (                                    ) 

 

_________________ (                                   ) 

 

________________________ (                                             ) 

 

 

5. Wonder Core 2 

Two in Japanese is pronounced ‘Tsuu’. You’ll hear a lot of ‘tsuu’ in this commercial.  

 

6. Mets (Kirin) 

 

7. Pocari Sweat (sports drink) 

You’ll see many Japanese school sports in this commercial. List names of sports you see as many as possible. 

 

 ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

At the song ending, the lyric repeats ♪きみのゆめは
kimi no yume wa

 ぼくのゆめ
boku no yume

♪ きみの means ‘your’  

ゆめ means ‘dreams’. What do you think this phrase means? 
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_________________________________________________________________________ 

8. What is the name of this product?  Write it in Hiragana.       ______________ ウォ
u o

ー
-

ク
k u

  

What is the purpose of using this product? _____________________________ 

 

9. Pocky (Glico) 

 

10. Mobile phone (Softbank) 

What can you do with this phone? __________________________________________________ 

 

11. Rakuten (Internet shopping company) 

In this commercial, they are advertising how easy to earn Rakuten points as you shop. Why are panda 

characters used for this? Listen carefully what they are saying.  

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

12. What is this commercial for?  ______________________________ 

 

Hint: A message will appear towards the end.  

最高
saikou

の
n o

素材
s o z a i

を
o

選
e ra

び
b i

抜
n u

く
ku

→ Single out the best materials.  

 

13. This commercial shows that two boys’ past and present. One boy calls the other ‘Senpai’ which means a 

senior in school, work and social activity. They are early years of office employees at present and are 

recalling their high school baseball club activity.  

 

Do you think they like their job at the moment? ____________________ 

 

A message 見
m i

せてやれ
s e t e y a r e

底 力
soko jikara

 (Show them what you’re made of) appears towards the end. What is this 

commercial for? _______________________________________________. 

 

14. Curry rice (Nisshin) 

Watch carefully and guess what the following phrases mean. 

ヤッチマッタナ
yacc h i  ma t t a  na

ー
a

 (                          ) 

お
o

湯
y u

で
d e

 つくれる
t s ukure ru

 (                          ) 

 

レンジ
r e n j i  

はもういりません
w a  m o u  i r i m a s e n

 (                             )   レンジ
r e n j i

= microwave 

 

15. Takada (Moving company) 

The advertisement is that removing an air-con is free when moving a house.  

 

16. This company is called AU. A message comes out at the end,  ずっとずっとずっと
z u t t o  z u t t o  z u t t o  

一緒
i s s h o  

に
n i

.  

ずっと
z u t t o

= ever or always    一緒
i s s h o

に
n i

=together 

 

What kind of product is AU selling? ___________________________________________ 
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17. Game (GungHo Online Entertainment) 

 

18. Kincho is the name of this company.  

 

What is the name of the product? Listen to the girls. What are they repeatedly saying?  

 

________________________________ 

 

What is it used for? ____________________________________________ 

 

 

19. Cup noodles (Nisshin) 

 

20. Amazon (Online shopping) 

 

 

21. Seikyo Shimbun 

This commercial is filmed at a Japanese primary school. Do you see any differences from your primary school 

regarding to the classroom, uniform and school ground? List things you noticed. 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The message is 言葉
kotoba

と
to

、生
i

きていく
kite iku

。(We’ll live with our words.)  This commercial is made by Seikyo Shimbun. 

Seikyo is a name but what do you think Shimbun means? ____________________ 

 

22. Noodles (Nisshin) 

 

 

23. D-card 

What is the name of a Japanese toy the girl is playing with?  ________________________ 

 

Write THREE おとく(benefits) to have a D-card?  

 

1) ______________________________________________ 

2) ______________________________________________ 

3) ______________________________________________ 
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Year 9 Japanese 

“Homework Task “ 

 
 

Describe the pictures below using an adjective and a noun in Japanese. Use the adjectives and nouns we 
learnt in Step Up. See the first picture as an example. 

 

                                             

大
o o

きい
k i i

 川
kawa

                        __________________________           __________________________ 

 

                                                                

______________________               ___________________________                 ____________________________ 

                                                           

__________________________           _____________________________             _____________________________ 

                                                 

_________________________                    ______________________             ______________________________ 

                                                       

__________________________               ___________________________          ______________________________ 
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ESSENDON KEILOR COLLEGE 
2019 STEP UP PROGRAM 

 

 
 

 

YEAR 9 ITALIAN 
 

Resources Required: 

 Pens,  highlighter 
 

 

Learning Intention: 
 

 Learn the Italian words for some sports  

 Learn how to say you play/do a sport 

 Giving your opinion: Saying you like/don’t like a sport   
 
SWPBS Focus: 

 Encourage and support others in their learning 
 

 

Skill Focus: 

 Vocabulary development - sports 

 Listening and speaking practice 

 Writing 
 

 

Application Task: 
 

 Labelling pictures of sports in Italian 

 Pronouncing the Italian words for sports 

 Vocab game: eg  sports tombola 

 Completing sentences about sport. 

 Expressing likes/dislikes about sports. 

 Surveying classmates in Italian about sports they play / sports they like 
 

 

Homework Task:   To be posted on google classrooms 
 

 Create a labelled collage showing Italian words for sports, gender of nouns and phrases expressing likes 
and dislikes. 
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Year 9 Italian 

“Lo Sport - Sport “ 

 

                      

VOCABULARY REFERENCE SHEET        gli  sport – the sports 

l’italiano l’inglese l’italiano l’inglese 

il  calcio soccer il  nuoto swimming 

il  football      australiano Australian  
football (AFL) 

il  ciclismo cycling 

il  golf golf la  pallavolo volleyball 

il  tennis tennis La  pallacanestro basketball 

il  netball netball l’ atletica athletics 

Il  cricket cricket la ginnastica gymnastics 

 

             giocare – to play  ( a sport or game) 

Io gioco  I play / I’m playing 

tu giochi *  you play / you are playing 

lui / lei 
Lei  

gioca  he/she plays  / is playing 
 you play (polite) / are playing 

noi giochiamo*  we play / are playing 
 

voi giocate  you play (plural) /are playing 

loro giocano  they play / are playing 
*note: in ‘giochi’  & ‘giochiamo’   an ‘h’  must be added to keep the [k] sound.  

                fare  -   to do, to make 

io faccio  I do  / I’m doing  

tu fai  you do / you are doing 

lui / lei 
Lei  

fa  he/she does  / is doing 
 you do (polite) / are doing 

noi facciamo  we do / are doing 

voi fate  you do (plural) /are doing 

loro fanno  they do / are doing 
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Year 9 Italian 

“Lo Sport Worksheet “ 

 

 

1.   ‘giocare’    means ________  ( a sport or game) 

 (a)  Complete the blank spaces in the table below  

pronomio il verbo L’inglese – English 

io   I play / I’m playing 

 giochi *   

lui / lei 
Lei  

  he/she plays  / is playing 
 you play (polite) / are playing 

 giochiamo*  we play / are playing 
 

voi giocate  you play (plural) /are playing 

   they play / are playing 
*Remember : for  ‘giochi’  & ‘giochiamo’   an ‘h’  must be added to keep the [k] sound.  

 

(b)  Write a list of sports (in Italian)  that are used with ‘giocare’  to say you play them: 

example:  il golf    __________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  2.  ‘ fare’  -  means      ___________   

(a)  Complete the blank spaces in the table below:  

pronomio il verbo L’inglese - English 

 faccio  I do  /  

tu                    / you are doing 

lui / lei 
Lei  

   
 you do (polite) / are doing 

 facciamo   

voi fate  you do (plural) /are doing 

loro   they do /  

 

(b)  Write a list of sports (in Italian)  that are used with ‘fare’   to say you do them: 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.      Chatting about sport 

         Jamie and Jackie are talking about sport.   Practise the conversation with a partner. 
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Jackie:     Ciao, Jamie,  tu giochi a golf ? 

Jamie:     Ciao, Jackie.  No, non mi piace il golf.   io non gioco a golf.  E tu? 

Jackie:     Anch’io.   io gioco a netball.   Mi piace giocare a netball.  

Jamie:     io preferisco il football australiano.  io sono molto bravo in football. 

Jackie:    ha ha ! 

(a)  Your turn ! 

Use  Jackie & Jamie’s conversation as a model and make small changes to make your own conversation 

with a classmate about sport. 

(b)   Be brave, perform your conversation for the class ! 

  

4.    Survey time !      (Your teacher will provide you with a blank survey task sheet ) 

Your tasks:  

 Select from the question starters below and set up your survey sheet 

 Interview at least 6 students, a mix of girls and boys 

 Make sure they respond to you   ‘in italiano’.  

If they don’t,  prompt them by saying:     ‘in italiano, per favore !’  

    Questions: 

    Ti  piace …….?                         Do you like …..?  

    Ti  piace  giocare  a …..  ?     Do you like to play …..?  

    ( tu )  giochi  a  …….?             Do you play….?   

    ( tu )   fai……?                         Do you do…. ?    (See the vocab sheet for these sports) 

 

 How to answer questions:   

√    Si, gioco a….  / Si, mi piace…. / Si, mi piace giocare a ……/   Si, faccio…..(for sports you ‘do’) 

 X   No, non gioco a….  / No, non faccio…..  / No, non mi piace...../ No, non mi piace giocare a...  
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Year 9 Italian 

“Lo Sport Homework “ 

 

                          
I compiti - homework 

 This is a homework task that is to be completed in the school holidays 

 It is due  on your first Italian class  

 You must upload it onto our Year 9 Italian Google Classroom Page  

 

Task: 

Create an A4 digital collage or poster showing  at least  8  sports 

  

You must include: 

1. A title for the collage/ poster:   ‘Lo sport’ 

2. A picture for each sport:  e.g   equipment;  someone playing the sport 

3. A label in Italian with the name of the sport and the definite article (il / la / l’ ) showing the noun’s gender: 

masculine (m)  or feminine (f).     Example:  il tennis 

4. Under each picture:   (i)   A short sentence expressing if you like the sport or not. 

                                       (ii)  A short sentence saying if you play or do that sport or not. 

 

Here is an example: 

il calcio 

 

Mi piace il calcio.  (I like soccer) 

                Io non gioco il calcio  (I don’t play soccer) 

 

 

 

 


